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NXEGEN, LLC, a leading provider of commercial and industrial energy management solutions for over 15 years, 

today announced that it is changing its name to Artis Energy. Under the Artis Energy brand, two new subsidiaries 

have been created -- Artis Energy Intelligence and Artis Energy Solutions -- to better align the company with the 

customers and rapidly evolving markets that it serves.

Through Artis Energy Intelligence, the company is significantly enhancing its technological and energy analytics 

capabilities. The cornerstone of Artis Energy Intelligence is the next generation of the company’s proprietary, 

energy analytics platform, RTIS®. This platform, which has received two foundational patents, provides the energy analytics platform, RTIS®. This platform, which has received two foundational patents, provides the 

company’s customers with real-time visibility and insights to help secure meaningful energy savings, identify 

operational improvements and analyze investment opportunities. Artis Energy Intelligence will manage all aspects 

of RTIS® research, development, marketing and sales.

“The world of analytics and business intelligence is an exciting space today. While most companies are focusing on 

analyzing customer and financial data, energy analytics is beginning to gain significant attention and traction. 

HoweveHowever, while Fortune 500 companies are starting to reap the benefits of investing in energy analytics software, 

many small and mid-market companies lack the resources and expertise to derive the meaningful operational 

improvement and cost savings opportunities that are ‘locked up in their buildings’. We believe that the arrival of 

robust and scalable, yet affordable, energy analytics platforms, such as RTIS®, will expand and broaden these 

insights, and substantially enhance the energy decision-making capabilities of all commercial and industrial 

companies,” said Artis Energy CEO Gordon Travers.

Artis Energy Solutions will continue to advance our leadership position in the energy solutions and seArtis Energy Solutions will continue to advance our leadership position in the energy solutions and services space. 

Over the past few years, we have expanded our breadth of energy solutions dramatically. These range from 

turnkey solutions such as high-efficiency lighting, refrigeration and mechanical systems, to our real-time energy 

analytics platform (RTIS®), wireless energy management systems, energy procurement, billing data analysis and 

energy consulting. Additionally, we have expanded our engineering staff to bolster our ability to effectively 

implement our portfolio of energy solutions. We will continue to forge and sustain our long-standing 

relationships with our utility partners, and we will continue to provide utility energy project financing and relationships with our utility partners, and we will continue to provide utility energy project financing and 

incentives for the benefit of our customers.

Artis Energy has also created a new tagline, “Listen to Your Building.” The “Listen to Your Building tagline 

underscores our analytics-first approach to creating and implementing customer energy management 

strategies. Rather than applying a one-size fits all approach, we leverage our domain expertise and RTIS® 

energy analytics platform to “listen to” and translate each building’s needs into personalized action plans 

and solutions,” said Artis Energy Solutions President, John Muro.

By leveraging the building analytics capability of RTIS®, our extensive portfolio of energy solutions, and the By leveraging the building analytics capability of RTIS®, our extensive portfolio of energy solutions, and the 

deep domain expertise of our team, Artis Energy is well-positioned to build upon its leadership position in the 

energy management marketplace.


